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Abstract 18 

Interaction between synoptic eddy and mean flow plays a crucial role in 19 

maintaining midlatitude westerly jet. In this study, climatologies of synoptic eddy 20 

activities and their feedback onto midlatitude jet for 1980-2016 are evaluated and 21 

compared through analyzing daily data from five atmospheric reanalyses with 22 

different resolutions including one coarse-resolution reanalysis (NCEP2) and four 23 

fine-resolution reanalyses (ERA-Interim, JRA-55, MERRA-2, and CFSR). Horizontal 24 

resolutions of the atmospheric models generating those reanalyses are approximately 25 

equivalent to 210, 79, 60, 50, and 38 km, respectively. Results show that the eddy 26 

activities and their feedback onto mean flow in those fine-resolution reanalyses are 27 

consistently and significantly stronger than those in the coarse-resolution reanalysis 28 

(NCEP2). The maximal relative increases that are found to occur primarily in the 29 

midlatitudes of the Southern Hemisphere are estimated to be up to 55% for the 30 

baroclinicity, 53% for the eddy energetics, 59% for the eddy forcing, and even 85% 31 

for the eddy feedback onto mean flow. Those increases are reasonably conjectured to 32 

be related to increased model resolutions, since the synoptic eddy genesis is 33 

proportional to the lower-level atmospheric meridional temperature gradient which is 34 

sensitive to the meridional resolution of atmospheric models. Although the 35 

coarse-resolution reanalysis resolves synoptic eddies insufficiently and thus 36 

underestimates their feedback onto the mean flow, the magnitudes of eddy-driven jets 37 

are almost the same among five reanalyses, implying a mismatch between the eddy 38 

feedback and the eddy-driven jet in the coarse-resolution reanalysis. Therefore, the 39 

results of this study imply the importance of using fine-resolution reanalyses in 40 

accurately understanding the midlatitude synoptic eddy-mean flow interaction. 41 

Keywords: Synoptic eddy, eddy-driven jet, baroclinicity, synoptic eddy-mean flow 42 

interaction, atmospheric reanalysis 43 
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1 Introduction 44 

Interaction between synoptic eddy and mean flow is one of fundamental issues in 45 

theoretical and observational studies on the midlatitude atmospheric general 46 

circulation (Robinson 1994; Lorenz and Hartmann 2003; Robinson 2006; Held 2019). 47 

Linear baroclinic theories exhibit that the growth rate of synoptic eddies is determined 48 

by lower-level atmospheric baroclinicity which is proportional to the meridional 49 

temperature gradient divided by static stability (Charney 1947; Eady 1949; Chang et 50 

al. 2002). The baroclinicity-induced synoptic eddies propagate away from midlatitude 51 

baroclinic zones and converge with momentum in the midlatitudes, producing and 52 

maintaining the midlatitude westerly jet that is called the eddy-driven jet (Holopainen 53 

et al. 1982; Lorenz and Hartmann 2001; Vallis 2006). 54 

Atmospheric reanalysis, as a kind of long-term, 3-dimensional, and homogenous 55 

observationally-constrained data, has been widely used for the midlatitude eddy-mean 56 

flow interaction studies. Since it is generated by a numerical weather prediction 57 

(NWP) model in which historical atmospheric observations are assimilated (Wikle 58 

2005), atmospheric reanalysis dataset has large uncertainties resulting from the 59 

forecast model, the data assimilation, and the data source used. A variety of earlier 60 

comparative studies on the synoptic eddy statistics with different reanalyses were 61 

conducted in terms of the cyclone detection/tracking algorithm (Hodges et al. 2003; 62 

Trigo 2006; Wang et al. 2006; Bromwich et al. 2007; Raible et al. 2008; Hodges et al. 63 

2011) or the eddy variance/covariance statistics (Lau and Oort 1982; Chang and Yau 64 

2016). They revealed a dependence of cyclone tracks on the resolution of forecast 65 
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models that generate those reanalyses. Those comparative studies mostly utilized the 66 

old reanalysis datasets, such as the U.S. National Meteorological Center (NWC), the 67 

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), the 25-yr Japan Reanalysis 68 

(JRA-25), the 15-yr European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 69 

(ECMWF) Reanalysis (ERA-15), and the 40-yr ECMWF Reanalysis (ERA-40). 70 

Hodges et al. (2003) showed differences in both the frequency and the intensity of 71 

cyclones between ERA-15 and NCEP and related them to the differences in resolution 72 

of model integrations. Wang et al. (2006), Trigo (2006), and Raible et al. (2008) 73 

demonstrated a stronger cyclone activity in ERA-40 than in NCEP, which can be 74 

attributed to the higher resolution of the model integrated for ERA-40. By comparing 75 

four reanalyses, i.e., the ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim), JRA-25, the 76 

NCEP Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR), and the National Aeronautics and 77 

Space Administration (NASA) Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and 78 

Applications (MERRA), Hodges et al. (2011) found that the numbers and intensities 79 

of extratropical cyclones are larger in the higher-resolution reanalyses than in the 80 

lower-resolution JRA-25 reanalysis, particularly over the Southern Hemisphere (SH). 81 

Tilinina et al. (2013) verified that the number of cyclones over the Northern 82 

Hemisphere (NH) increase with increase of the spatial resolutions of reanalyses for 83 

both winter and summer. Guo et al. (2009) found that the strengths of SH storm tracks 84 

are 25% and 5-10% weaker in NCEP and ERA-40, respectively, than in observation. 85 

Given the crucial role of synoptic eddies in the midlatitude atmospheric general 86 

circulation, a question raised here is whether the underestimated synoptic eddy 87 
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activities in the lower-resolution reanalyses can affect their feedback onto the mean 88 

flow. 89 

In addition, sensitivities of the midlatitude eddy-mean flow interaction to the 90 

model resolution were explored in previous studies with focus on the transient eddy 91 

activities (Boville 1991; Williamson et al. 1995; Blender and Schubert 2000) and on 92 

the mean state (Boyle 1993; Williamson 1999; Roeckner et al. 2006). As pointed out 93 

by Boville (1991) and Williamson et al. (1995), the eddy kinetic energy tends to have 94 

a monotonic increase as the model horizontal resolution increases from T21 to T106. 95 

Using cyclone-tracking diagnostics, Blender and Schubert (2000) and Jung et al. 96 

(2006) quantified the sensitivity of extratropical cyclone characteristics to horizontal 97 

resolution and found that the number of cyclones increases with increase of resolution. 98 

However, the increase of model resolution led to more mixed results in zonal wind 99 

(Boyle 1993; Williamson et al. 1995). A consistent improvement in midlatitude 100 

westerly jet was not found with increased resolution from T21 to T106. This might 101 

come somewhat as a bit of a surprise since stronger eddy activities could contribute to 102 

a stronger midlatitude jet via eddy-to-mean flow feedback. 103 

Given the importance of model resolution in simulating synoptic eddy activity 104 

and the availability of new reanalyses with higher horizontal resolutions, it is essential 105 

to continue assessing the modern reanalyses to understand their uncertainties and 106 

reliabilities in the midlatitude eddy-mean flow interaction. By comparing five modern 107 

atmospheric reanalyses with different resolutions including one coarse-resolution 108 

reanalysis (NCEP2) and four fine-resolution reanalyses (ERA-Interim, JRA-55, 109 
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MERRA-2, and CFSR), this study aims to evaluate climatologies of synoptic eddy 110 

activities and their feedbacks onto midlatitude jets for the modern satellite period of 111 

1980-2016 and clarify whether the resolutions of models generating the reanalyses 112 

matter in the midlatitude eddy-mean flow interaction. The paper continues in section 113 

2 with a brief description of five atmospheric reanalysis datasets used. The 114 

comparisons of the genesis and energetics of synoptic eddies are presented in section 115 

3. The eddy feedback onto mean flow and the eddy-driven jets are compared in 116 

section 4 and section 5, respectively. Final section is devoted to conclusions and 117 

discussion. 118 

2 Description of datasets 119 

Five atmospheric reanalyses with different model resolutions are used in this 120 

study. One coarse-resolution reanalysis is NCEP-DOE Reanalysis 2 (NCEP2) 121 

(Kanamitsu et al. 2002). Four fine-resolutions reanalyses are ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 122 

2011), JRA-55 (Kobayashi et al. 2015), MERRA-2 (Gelaro et al. 2017), and CFSR 123 

(Saha et al. 2010). Table 1 summarizes detailed information of the five reanalyses. 124 

NCEP2, ERA-Interim, JRA-55, and CFSR use spectral models with horizontal 125 

resolutions of T62 (210 km), T255 (79 km), T319 (60 km), and T382 (38 km), 126 

respectively. MERRA-2 is generated with a finite volume model that uses a 127 

cubed-sphere horizontal discretization at a resolution of 2/3˚ longitude by 0.5˚ latitude 128 

(approximately 55 km). In the process of data assimilation, NCEP2, MERRA-2, and 129 

CFSR employ three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) data assimilation, while 130 

ERA-Interim and JRA-55 use the most advanced four-dimensional variational 131 
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(4DVAR) data assimilation system. In addition, compared with the satellite retrievals 132 

implemented in NCEP2, the four fine-resolution reanalyses use variational bias 133 

correction to raw satellite radiances. In particular, the 55-yr Japanese Reanalysis 134 

Project (JRA-55) is a new reanalysis that improves the representations of phenomena 135 

on a wide range of space-time scales compared with JRA-25 (Harada et al. 2016). 136 

Besides, NASA Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, 137 

Version 2 (MERRA-2), assimilates observations that are not available to its 138 

predecessor, MERRA, and provides improvements in the extensive qualities (Gelaro 139 

et al. 2017). 140 

In this study, we use daily pressure-level products of zonal and meridional 141 

components of wind, vertical velocity, geopotential height, and air temperature. 142 

Horizontal resolutions of the products are 2.5°  by 2.5°  (longitude/latitude) for 143 

NCEP2, 1.5° by 1.5° for ERA-Interim, 1.25° by 1.25° for JRA-55, 0.625° by 0.5° 144 

for MERRA-2, and 0.5° by 0.5° for CFSR. Note that it is the resolution of model that 145 

determines the eddy resolving, but not the resolution of product. For comparison, a 146 

difference of each variable between each of the four fine-resolution reanalyses and the 147 

coarse-resolution NCEP2 is calculated, in which a field of NCEP2 is interpolated into 148 

grids of each fine-resolution reanalysis with using spherical harmonics, and then a 149 

relative change (increase or decrease) is defined with a ratio (percentage) of the 150 

difference relative to NCEP2.Based on the shared time spanning of five reanalysis 151 

datasets (Table 1), this study focuses on the June-July-August (JJA) and 152 

December-January-February (DJF) climatologies of synoptic eddy activities and their 153 
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feedbacks onto midlatitude jets for 1980-2016. Here DJF of 1980 refers to December 154 

of 1980 and January and February of 1981, and so on. Synoptic eddies are extracted 155 

by lanczos filter with a 2-8 day band-pass filtering via 31 weights.  156 

3 Genesis and energetics of synoptic eddies 157 

Since it indicates genesis of midlatitude synoptic eddies, atmospheric 158 

baroclinicity is firstly examined for five atmospheric reanalyses, in terms of the 159 

maximum Eady growth rate (Lindzen and Farrell 1980; Hoskins and Valdes 1990) 160 

which is defined as 161 

 𝜎𝐵𝐼 = 0.31 𝑓𝑁 |𝜕�⃗⃗� 𝜕𝑧|,  (1) 162 

where N denotes the Brunt-V�̈�𝑖̇s�̈�l�̈� frequency (𝑁 = |(𝑔/𝜃)(𝜕𝜃/𝜕𝑧)|1/2, g is the 163 

gravity acceleration, z the vertical coordinate, 𝜃 the potential temperature, �⃗�  the 164 

horizontal wind, and f the Coriolis parameter. Note that the Eady growth rate is 165 

calculated with daily data and then averaged over season (Simmonds and Lim 2009). 166 

Figure 1 shows zonally-averaged latitude-altitude sections of differences (shaded) 167 

in climatological maximum Eady growth rate between each of the four fine-resolution 168 

reanalyses and NCEP2, in which the climatology of NCEP2 is contoured. The 169 

maximum baroclinicity is located in the lower and middle troposphere in the 170 

midlatitudes duing both JJA and DJF (contours in Fig. 1), and generally undergoes an 171 

enhancement from warm season to cold season. Overall, all the fine-resolution 172 

reanalyses (ERA-Interim, JRA-55, MERRA-2, and CFSR) exhibit larger baroclinicity 173 

than NCEP2, with the largest increase in the near-surface and the upper troposphere at 174 

midlatitudes. The differences in baroclinicity between four fine-resolution reanalyses 175 
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and NCEP2 show comparable magnitudes and are more remarkable in SH than NH 176 

for both JJA and DJF. To be more concrete, the percentage changes relative to NCEP2 177 

in the midlatitude low-level baroclinicity averaged over the green boxes labeled in 178 

Figs. 1a and 1e are illustrated in Fig. 13 for each fine-resolution reanalysis. The 179 

midlatitude low-level baroclinicity are consistently larger in four fine-resolution 180 

reanalyses than in NCEP2, with a relative increase of up to 55% over SH and 46% 181 

over NH. CFSR demonstrates the largest magnitude over SH, while ERA-Interim 182 

gives the largest magnitude over NH. Furthermore, spatial distributions of those 183 

differences vertically-averaged over 1000-850 hPa in eddy genesis are presented in 184 

Fig. 2. The largest increases in lower-level baroclinicity are over the SH midlatitudes, 185 

western North Pacific, and from North America to North Atlantic, where the 186 

climatological baroclinic zones are located. 187 

The larger midlatitude low-level baroclinicity in fine-resolution reanalyses 188 

implies the stronger synoptic eddy genesis and thus tends to result in an overall 189 

strengthening of storm tracks. Synoptic eddy activities are compared by calculating 190 

their energetics together with their generation and conversion terms. Figure 3 presents 191 

vertical structures of differences in eddy available potential energy (EAPE), which is 192 

defined as 193 

 EAPE =  
𝐶𝑝𝜏2 (𝑇′2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ), (2) 194 

where 𝜏 = −𝑅/(𝑝𝐶𝑝)(𝑝0/𝑝)𝑅/𝐶𝑝(𝜕𝜃/𝜕𝑝)−1  is an inverse measure of the 195 

background stratification (Lorenz 1955), T is the temperature, 𝜃  the potential 196 

temperature, R (=287 JK−1kg−1) the gas constant for dry air, 𝐶𝑝 (=1004 JK−1kg−1) 197 
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the specific heat capacity of dry air at the constant pressure, and 𝑝0 (=1000 hPa) the 198 

mean sea level pressure. The overbar denotes the climatological mean and the prime 199 

denotes 2-8 day band-pass filtered components. The zonally-averaged EAPE 200 

maximizes in the middle troposphere in the midlatitudes (contours in Fig. 3). In SH, 201 

EAPE is stronger in fine-resolution reanalyses than in NCEP2, with the largest 202 

increases in the middle and upper troposphere. In NH, the differences between four 203 

fine-resolution and NCEP2 are small for both seasons. More precisely, the percentage 204 

changes of each fine-resolution reanalysis relative to NCEP2 in area-averaged EAPE 205 

over the green boxes labeled in Figs. 3a and 3e are illustrated in Fig. 13. Consistent 206 

with those in baroclinicity, the relative increases in EAPE for four fine-resolution 207 

reanalyses are up to 53% in SH and 12% in NH. CFSR gives the largest increase since 208 

its forecast model has the highest resolution among five reanalyses. The spatial 209 

distributions of differences averaged over 1000-250 hPa in EAPE between four 210 

fine-resolution reanalyses and NCEP2 are displayed in Fig. 4. All fine-resolution 211 

reanalyses present similar spatial patterns but with different magnitude. In JJA (left 212 

panels of Fig. 4), remarkably stronger EAPEs in four fine-resolution reanalyses are 213 

identified over the midlatitudes of SH. In DJF (right panels of Fig. 4), large values of 214 

increased EAPE occur over the North Pacific, the North Atlantic, and the South 215 

Indian Ocean, where are known as storm tracks. 216 

The eddy kinetic energy (EKE) is further calculated and compared, which is 217 

defined as 218 

 EKE = 12 (𝑢′2 + 𝑣′2)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
, (3) 219 
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where 𝑢′  and 𝑣′ are the synoptic-scale (2-8 day) fluctuations of zonal and 220 

meridional wind, respectively. Results for EKE are similar to EAPE. More intense 221 

EKE are identified in fine-resolution reanalyses, especially in the upper troposphere 222 

between 400 and 200 hPa in SH, as shown in Fig. 5. Relative increases of upper-level 223 

EKE over the midlatitudes are comparable in the fine-resolution reanalyses and reach 224 

up to 43% in SH and 10% in NH (as summarized in Fig. 13). The spatial structures of 225 

differences in vertically-averaged EKE from 400 hPa to 200 hPa between four 226 

fine-resolution reanalyses and NCEP2 (Fig. 6) are similar to those seen in EAPE (Fig. 227 

4), with the largest increase in the midlatitudes over SH. 228 

The increases in EAPE and EKE should be related to the energy conversion 229 

between eddies and mean flow (Chang et al. 2002). The differences in eddy-mean 230 

flow interaction between four fine-resolution reanalyses and NCEP2 are investigated 231 

by analyzing barotropic and baroclinic energy conversions. The baroclinic energy 232 

conversion includes energy conversions from the mean available potential energy to 233 

the EAPE (BCEC1) and from the EAPE to the EKE (BCEC2). The analysis of 234 

baroclinic energy conversion is based on the following formulas (Cai et al. 2007; Lee 235 

et al. 2012), 236 

 BCEC1 = (𝑝0𝑝 )(𝑅𝑔) (− 𝑑𝜃𝑑𝑝)−1 (𝑢′𝑇′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝜕�̅�𝜕𝑥 + 𝑣′𝑇′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝜕�̅�𝜕𝑦), and  (4) 237 

 BCEC2 = −(𝑝0𝑝 )𝐶𝑣/𝐶𝑝 (𝑅𝑔)(𝜔′𝑇′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅), (5) 238 

where 𝐶𝑝 and 𝐶𝑣 are the specific heat capacity of dry air at the constant pressure 239 

and volume, respectively. BCEC1 is related to the horizontal eddy heat flux and the 240 

mean temperature gradient, while BCEC2 is determined by vertical eddy heat flux. 241 
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The percentage changes of each fine-resolution reanalysis relative to NCEP2 in 242 

vertically-averaged BCEC1 and BCEC2 from 1000 hPa to 250 hPa at midlatitudes are 243 

displayed in Fig. 7. Here the energy conversions in SH are only analyzed, since the 244 

largest differences in eddy energetics are over there. Overall, the magnitudes of 245 

BCEC1 and BCEC2 are significantly larger in four fine-resolution reanalyses than 246 

NCEP2, with a relative increase of up to 37% for BCEC1 and 47% for BCEC2, 247 

respectively, indicating larger baroclinic eddy genesis in fine-resolution reanalyses. In 248 

general, MERRA-2 and CFSR show larger magnitudes of eddy energetics and eddy 249 

conversion than JRA-55 and ERA-Interim owing to their relatively higher resolution. 250 

It can also been seen in Fig. 7 that the significantly larger EAPE and EKE in 251 

fine-resolution reanalyses are consistent with the increases in baroclinic energy 252 

conversion.  253 

The barotropic energy conversion (BTEC) from the EKE to the mean kinetic 254 

energy is also analyzed with the following formula (Simmons et al. 1983; Cai et al. 255 

2007), 256 

 BTEC = − 𝑝0𝑔 [12 (𝑣′2 − 𝑢′2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)(𝜕𝑢𝜕𝑥 − 𝜕�̅�𝜕𝑦) + (−𝑢′𝑣′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )(𝜕�̅�𝜕𝑥 + 𝜕𝑢𝜕𝑦)], (6) 257 

which indicates the energetic process in feedback of synoptic eddies onto the mean 258 

flow. Synoptic eddies give energy back to the mean flow equatorward of the jet cores 259 

and over the exit regions of the jet stream. The changes of each fine-resolution 260 

reanalysis relative to NCEP2 in zonally-averaged BTEC at 250 hPa over 30˚S-50˚S 261 

are also shown in Fig. 7. The barotropic energy conversions from eddies to mean flow 262 

are also stronger in the fine-resolution reanalyses over SH, suggesting a stronger eddy 263 
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feedback onto the mean flow.  264 

The changes relative to NCEP2 in eddy energetics are similar among four 265 

fine-resolution reanalyses and are significantly stronger than those in NCEP2, which 266 

coincides with the larger eddy genesis. The eddy genesis measured by the Eady 267 

growth rate is proportional to the meridional temperature gradient, which is sensitive 268 

to the meridional resolution of model. Thus, the increase in the horizontal resolution 269 

of model generating a reanalysis is likely one of key factors determining the large 270 

differences in eddy genesis as well as eddy activities between fine-resolution and 271 

coarse-resolution reanalyses. However, it is noted that, although the eddy activities 272 

have a large enhancement when the horizontal resolution of model increases from 210 273 

km (NCEP2) to 79 km (JRA-55), they do not continue increasing monotonically when 274 

the horizontal resolution increases from 79 km to 38 km among fine-resolution 275 

reanalyses. This implies that there presumably exists a critical horizontal resolution 276 

for which the model can sufficiently resolve the synoptic eddies. In addition to the 277 

horizontal resolution of model, other factors such as observations, assimilation system, 278 

and model physical parameterizations can also affect the transient eddy statistics 279 

(Held 1978; Stephenson 1994; Guo and Chang 2008). 280 

The largest differences in the eddy activities found in SH for both JJA and DJF 281 

are likely due to the sparse observations there (Hodges et al. 2011). There are much 282 

less ground-based observations available to constrain the reanalysis in SH than NH. In 283 

SH, available observations that are assimilated into forecast models are dominated by 284 

satellite observations. Thus, atmospheric reanalyses in SH are more susceptible to 285 
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model errors than in NH, although modern assimilation techniques and improved 286 

models have mitigated this deficiency to some degree. 287 

4 Feedback of synoptic eddies onto mean flow 288 

Synoptic eddies can exert forcing on the mean flow via redistributing momentum 289 

and heat through eddy momentum flux (𝑢′𝑣′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
) and eddy heat flux (𝑣′𝑇′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

). 290 

According to the Eulerian mean zonal wind equation, we can write the 291 

zonally-averaged zonal wind tendency as, 292 

 
𝜕[𝑢]𝜕𝑡 ∝ − 𝜕𝜕𝑦 ([𝑢′𝑣′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ]). (7) 293 

A convergence (divergence) of the eddy momentum flux indicates a tendency of 294 

westerly acceleration (deceleration) (Hoskins et al. 1983). The negative (positive) 295 

eddy momentum fluxes north (south) of the midlatitude jet acts to generate the 296 

convergence of eddy momentum at midlatitudes, forming a mean westerly forcing on 297 

the jet, as shown in Figs. 8a and 8b. Figures 8c and 8d present the differences in the 298 

convergence of eddy momentum flux at 250 hPa between four fine-resolution 299 

reanalyses and NCEP2. The convergences of eddy momentum fluxes are consistently 300 

larger in fine-resolution reanalyses than in NCEP2, with the largest differences in the 301 

midlatitudes of SH. As Fig. 8d is compared with Fig. 8b, it can been seen that the 302 

convergence of momentum flux over the SH midlatitudes in DJF increases by 50% in 303 

each of four fine-resolution reanalyses relative to NCEP2. Therefore, corresponding 304 

to the weakening of eddy activities in NCEP2, the eddy momentum forcing on mean 305 

flow is also attenuated. 306 

Synoptic eddies can redistribute heat and drive the mean temperature and 307 
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meridional circulation through eddy heat flux, as shown in Fig. 9. In both seasons, the 308 

eddy heat flux is directed poleward, which plays an important role in transporting the 309 

heat from low to high latitudes and decreasing the baroclinicity (Figs. 9a and 9b). The 310 

maxima in eddy heat flux are located in the middle and lower troposphere in the 311 

midlatitudes. Similar to the convergence of eddy momentum flux, the absolute values 312 

of midlatitude low-level eddy heat fluxes are consistently larger in four 313 

fine-resolution reanalyses than in NCEP2 (Figs. 9c and 9d). The strengthened eddy 314 

heat flux could be related to the increased mean meridional temperature gradient 315 

according to the baroclinic adjustment theory (Held 1978). 316 

To measure the complete feedback of synoptic eddies onto the mean flow, the 317 

geopotential height tendency induced by each of the forcing terms is further 318 

diagnosed with the quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity (QGPV) equation employed 319 

by Fang and Yang (2016), 320 

 [1𝑓 𝛻2 + 𝑓 𝜕𝜕𝑝 ( 1𝜎1 𝜕𝜕𝑝)] (𝜕�̅�𝜕𝑡 ) ∝ −𝑓 𝜕𝜕𝑝 ( 𝛼𝜎1 �̅�𝑑�̅� ) − 𝑓 𝜕𝜕𝑝 ( 𝛼𝜎1 �̅�𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦�̅� ) + �̅�𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦, (8) 321 

where Φ is the geopotential height, α the reciprocal of density, and 𝜎1 the static 322 

stability parameter. �̅�𝑑  is the climatological mean diabatic heating,  �̅�𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦  the 323 

synoptic eddy heat forcing, and �̅�𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 the synoptic eddy vorticity forcing, which are 324 

defined, respectively, as 325 

 �̅�𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 = −∇ ∙ 𝑉ℎ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ′𝑇′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝜕(𝜔‘𝑇‘̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )𝜕𝑝 + 𝑅𝐶𝑝𝑝 (𝜔‘𝑇 ‘̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ), and            (9) 326 

 �̅�𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 = −𝛻 ∙ 𝑉ℎ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ′𝜁′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
. (10) 327 

Numerical solutions of geopotential height tendency in equation (8) can be obtained 328 

by successive over-relaxation method. According to the quasi-geostrophic relationship, 329 
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the zonal wind tendency can be further derived as, 330 

 
𝜕𝑢𝜕𝑡 = − 1𝑓 𝜕𝜕𝑦 (𝜕Φ̅𝜕𝑡 ), (11) 331 

which is denoted as �̅�𝑡 . Figure 10 only shows the differences in transient eddy 332 

vorticity forcing since it determines the equivalent barotropic structure of eddy-driven 333 

jets (Fang and Yang 2016). In climatology, zonally-averaged eddy vorticity forcing is 334 

negative south of the eddy-driven jet core (around 50°) and positive north of the jet 335 

core and reaches the maximum in the upper troposphere, as seen from contours in Fig. 336 

10. The eddy vorticity forcing with such a meridional dipole distribution acts to 337 

accelerate the westerly in the midlatitudes, as the eddy momentum flux does in Fig. 8. 338 

In general, the differences of the eddy vorticity forcing between fine-resolution 339 

reanalyses and NCEP2 are in phase with the climatology, characterized by increases 340 

in positive forcing and decreases in negative forcing, indicating the stronger eddy 341 

vorticity forcing in fine-resolution reanalyses. The differences also demonstrate an 342 

equivalent barotropic vertical structure with the maximum in the upper troposphere in 343 

the SH midlatitudes and are relatively small over NH. The eddy vorticity forcing is 344 

averaged over the poleward flank of jet and between 500 hPa and 150 hPa, as shown 345 

in green boxes labeled in Fig. 10, and their relative changes are calculated for four 346 

fine-resolution reanalyses, as given in Fig. 13. It can be seen that the eddy vorticity 347 

forcing of ERA-Interim, JRA-55, MERRA-2, and CFSR are notably larger than that 348 

of NCEP2, with maximal relative increases of up to 59% in SH and 21% in NH. 349 

Accordingly, the differences in derived westerly tendencies induced by eddy vorticity 350 

forcing (i.e., the eddy dynamical feedback) at 250 hPa over SH are shown Fig. 11. In 351 
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general, the effect of eddy vorticity forcing on mean flow is to accelerate the westerly 352 

in the midlatitudes, as seen from contours in Fig. 11 for NCEP2. Relative to NCEP2, 353 

there are considerable increases in westerly tendencies over SH, especially over the 354 

South Indian Ocean, in four fine-resolution reanalyses. MERRA-2 and CFSR present 355 

the largest increase. The percentage changes in midlatitude (40°– 60°N or 40°– 60°S) 356 

zonally-averaged westerly tendencies shown in Fig. 13 denote an overall increase of 357 

even up to 85% relative to NCEP2 in fine-resolution reanalyses. Thus, the eddy 358 

vorticity forcing and eddy dynamical feedback increase greatly in fine-resolution 359 

reanalyses, as compared with NCEP2. The percentage increases in eddy forcing and 360 

eddy feedback are larger than those in eddy energetics (up to 53%). This may indicate 361 

that twice horizontal derivations of wind filed make the eddy vorticity forcing and 362 

eddy feedback more sensitive to the horizontal resolution of model that generates 363 

reanalysis. The results confirm the importance of using high-resolution reanalyses in 364 

the studies of the midlatitude eddy-mean flow interaction. 365 

5 Eddy-driven jets 366 

Since the eddy forcing and eddy feedback onto the mean flow are notably larger 367 

in fine-resolution reanalyses than those in NCEP2, it is expected that the eddy-driven 368 

jets (also referred to as the midlatitude jets) are strengthened in high-resolution 369 

reanalyses. Figure 12 illustrates the latitude-altitude sections of the differences in 370 

zonally-averaged zonal wind between four fine-resolution reanalyses and NCEP2. In 371 

JJA, two well-separated jets are observed in SH with the subtropical jet located at 372 

30°S and the eddy-driven jet located at 50°S (contours in left panels of Fig. 12). The 373 
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subtropical jet is baroclinic without corresponding near-surface westerly below its 374 

maximum, while the eddy-driven jet is barotropic with surface westerlies. There is a 375 

single merged jet in NH, with the maxima located at 40°N in the upper troposphere. In 376 

DJF, there exists a merged westerly jet over both hemispheres (contours in right 377 

panels of Fig. 12). The midlatitude upper-level westerlies in four fine-resolution 378 

reanalyses are stronger than those in NCEP2, with maxima in the subtropical jet core. 379 

However, the midlatitude surface westerlies in fine-resolution reanalyses are 380 

comparable with those in NCEP2. The low-latitude easterlies are remarkably stronger 381 

in ERA-Interim, JRA-55, and MERRA-2 than those in NCEP2 and are weaker in 382 

CFSR than in NCEP2. 383 

The percentage changes of four fine-resolution reanalyses relative to NCEP2 in 384 

midlatitude (40°–60°N or 40°–60°S) zonally-averaged westerly wind at 850 hPa are 385 

shown in Fig. 13. The low-level wind is usually used to indicate the eddy-driven jet, 386 

which differs from the subtropical jet that is confined to the upper-troposphere 387 

(Woollings et al. 2018). In SH, the eddy-driven jets in four fine-resolution reanalyses 388 

are slightly larger than that in NCEP2, with a relative increase of 1-2% for both 389 

seasons. In NH, JRA-55 and MERRA-2 have a 4% increase in eddy-driven jet, while 390 

ERA-Interim and CFSR even have a decrease of 1.5% and 0.5%, respectively. Given 391 

the significant increases of up to 59% for eddy vorticity forcing and 85% for the eddy 392 

feedback onto the mean flow, as shown in Fig. 13, it is surprising that the eddy-driven 393 

jets do not increase as large as eddy forcing and eddy feedback. The jets seem to be 394 

less sensitive to the resolutions of models that generate the reanalyses than synoptic 395 
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eddies, which is likely due to the data assimilation. The assimilation of observations 396 

modifies the biases of model-generated eddy-driven jet and constrains the eddy-driven 397 

jet of reanalysis. Thus, eddy-driven jets are less susceptible to model resolution by 398 

assimilating observations. 399 

6 Conclusions and discussion 400 

In order to evaluate the capability of reanalysis datasets with different forecast 401 

model resolutions in representing midlatitude eddy-mean flow interaction, we perform 402 

comparisons among five reanalyses, one coarse-resolution reanalysis (NCEP2) and 403 

four fine-resolution reanalyses (ERA-Interim, JRA-55, MERRA-2, and CFSR). 404 

Horizontal resolutions of the atmospheric models generating those reanalyses are 405 

approximately equivalent to 210, 79, 60, 50, and 38 km, respectively. 406 

We found that the eddy genesis, eddy energetics, eddy forcing, and eddy 407 

feedbacks onto the mean flow in four fine-resolution reanalyses are consistently and 408 

significantly stronger than those in the coarse-resolution reanalysis (NCEP2). The 409 

percentage changes of four fine-resolution reanalyses relative to NCEP2 are shown in 410 

Fig. 13, and the maximal relative changes are listed in Table 2. The eddy genesis 411 

measured by the Eady growth rate increases by up to 55% in fine-resolution 412 

reanalyses relative to NCEP2, which gives rise to an overall strengthening of storm 413 

tracks. The synoptic eddy energetics represented by EAPE and EKE show significant 414 

increases in fine-resolution reanalyses with the largest percentage change of up to 415 

53%, corresponding to the significant increase in the baroclinic energy conversion. 416 

The barotropic energy conversion from EKE to the mean kinetic energy also increases 417 
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by 59% in fine-resolution reanalyses, indicating the stronger eddy barotropic 418 

momentum feedback onto mean flow in fine-resolution reanalyses. The eddy vorticity 419 

forcing and the eddy feedback diagnosed by QGPV equation are consistently stronger 420 

in four fine-resolution than in NCEP2, with the relative increases of up to 59% and 421 

85%, respectively. Those large increases occur more considerably in SH than in NH, 422 

which is likely due to the sparse observations in SH, as discussed in Hodges et al. 423 

(2011). The stronger eddy activities in fine-resolution reanalyses are consistent with 424 

those pointed out in previous studies using cyclone tracking algorithm (Hodges et al. 425 

2011; Tilinina et al. 2013). The large increases in eddy activities and eddy forcing in 426 

fine- versus coarse-resolution reanalyses may be mainly related to the increases in the 427 

horizontal resolutions of models generating those reanalyses which tend to enhance 428 

the meridional temperature gradient that determines the eddy genesis. As horizontal 429 

resolutions increase from 79 km to 38 km, the magnitudes of the variables shown in 430 

Fig. 13 among fine-resolution reanalyses do not continue increasing monotonically. 431 

Within this range of the resolution the models may be able to sufficiently resolve the 432 

synoptic eddies. In addition to the model horizontal resolution, the eddy activities and 433 

their feedback onto the mean flow may also be affected by observations, assimilation 434 

system (Guo and Chang 2008), and model physical parameterizations (Stephenson 435 

1994). 436 

It is surprising that, although the eddy activities and their feedback onto mean 437 

flow are so different, the eddy-driven jets indicated by the midlatitude 850 hPa 438 

westerly wind are comparable in amplitudes among five reanalyses. The amplitudes 439 
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of eddy-driven jets in four fine-resolution reanalyses exhibit to be only 1-4% larger 440 

than those in NCEP2, with the largest increase of 4% over NH (Table 2). Thus, the 441 

eddy-driven jets are less susceptible to model resolution through assimilating 442 

observations. The coarse-resolution reanalysis tends to lead to an underestimation of 443 

midlatitude synoptic eddy activities and their feedback onto mean flow and a 444 

mismatch between the eddy feedback and the eddy-driven jet. Thus, the results of this 445 

study imply the importance of using fine-resolution reanalyses in the studies of 446 

midlatitude eddy-mean flow interaction. 447 

Our findings also have implications for model simulations. It is suggested that 448 

fine-resolution atmospheric circulation models are needed to investigate midlatitude 449 

eddy-zonal mean flow interaction. Williamson et al. (1995) and Jung et al. (2012) 450 

found that mean atmospheric circulation errors in the extratropics are rather small, 451 

even at relatively low horizontal resolution. However, it is worth noting that 452 

atmospheric models with low resolution that are tuned to be particularly skillful in 453 

simulating midlatitude atmospheric circulation through adjusting physical process 454 

parameterizations may have defects in properly characterizing the interaction between 455 

synoptic eddy and mean flow. 456 

We note that further evaluations with diverse reanalyses could be expanded. In 457 

this study, in terms of the dynamical framework of QGPV equation, we only focus on 458 

the dynamical (vorticity) forcing of synoptic eddies. While in the framework of 459 

QGPV dynamics, the transient eddy heat forcing and the diabatic heating also have 460 

effects on the mean flow, although they may not be dominant. The heat forcing of 461 
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synoptic eddies tends to lead to eastward acceleration (deceleration) of the mean flow 462 

in the lower (upper) troposphere, which is similar (opposite) to the role of eddy 463 

vorticity forcing (Lau and Holopainen 1984; Fang and Yang 2016). Moreover, this 464 

study only examines the sensitivity to the horizontal resolution of the model 465 

generating the reanalysis. It would be of interest to investigate the sensitivity to its 466 

vertical resolution, since increased vertical resolution might be conducive to more 467 

accurately representing variables related to vertical shear that also can affect the 468 

transient eddy activities through the baroclinicity. Besides, comparisons with 469 

out-of-sample observations that are not assimilated into reanalyses to validate the real 470 

strength of eddy activities and mean flow need to be conducted in the future study. A 471 

candidate for such observations might be station records that are not routinely fed into 472 

numerical model. Also, further model sensitivity experiments are needed to foster a 473 

better understanding of resolution dependence of midlatitude eddy-mean flow 474 

interaction. 475 

476 
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Table 1. Detailed information of five atmospheric reanalyses used in this study. 651 

Reanalysis 

name 
Organization 

Products 

resolution 
Date range 

Horizontal 

resolution of 

forecast model 

Data 

assimilation 
Satellite data 

NCEP2 NCEP/DOE 2.5°x2.5° 1979-2017 
T62 

~210 km 
3DVAR Retrievals 

ERA-Interim ECMWF 1.5°x1.5° 1979-2017 
T255 

~79 km 
4DVAR 

Raw satellite 

radiances 

JRA-55 JMA 1.25°x1.25° 1958-2017 
T319 

~60 km 
4DVAR 

Raw satellite 

radiances 

MERRA-2 
NASA 

GMAO 
0.625°x0.5° 1980-2017 

(2/3)°×0.5° 

~55 km 
3DVAR 

Raw satellite 

radiances 

CFSR NCEP 0.5°x0.5° 1979-2017 
T382 

~38 km 
3DVAR 

Raw satellite 

radiances 
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Table 2. The maximal increases in percentage (%) of fine-resolution reanalyses 653 

relative to NCEP2 and the corresponding hemisphere for area-averaged Eady growth 654 

rate (𝜎𝐵𝐼), baroclinic energy conversion 1 (BCEC1), eddy available potential energy 655 

(EAPE), baroclinic energy conversion 2 (BCEC2), eddy kinetic energy (EKE), 656 

barotropic energy conversion (BTEC), eddy vorticity forcing (𝐹𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦), 250 hPa zonal 657 

wind tendencies (�̅�𝑡) induced by 𝐹𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦, and 850 hPa zonal wind speed of each 658 

fine-resolution reanalysis relative to those of NCEP2. 659 

Variable 𝜎𝐵𝐼 BCEC1 EAPE BCEC2 EKE BTEC Feddy �̅�𝑡 
850 

hPa u 

Maximal 

increase (%) 
55 37 53 47 43 59 59 85 4 

Hemisphere SH SH SH SH SH SH SH SH NH 
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Figure captions 661 

Figure 1. Latitude-altitude sections of differences (shading; day−1) in climatological 662 

zonally-averaged maximum Eady growth rate between four fine-resolution reanalyses 663 

(ERA-Interim, JRA-55, MERRA-2, and CFSR) and one coarse-resolution renalysis 664 

(NCEP2) for JJA (left panels) and DJF (right panels). The climatologies of 665 

zonally-averaged maximum Eady growth rate for NCEP2 are contoured (interval: 0.1 666 day−1). The green boxes in (a) and (e) indicate the target regions for area average 667 

used in Fig. 13. 668 

Figure 2. Horizontal distributions of differences (shading; day−1) in climatological 669 

maximum Eady growth rate vertically-averaged over 1000-850 hPa between four 670 

fine-resolution reanalyses (ERA-Interim, JRA-55, MERRA-2, and CFSR) and one 671 

coarse-resolution renalysis (NCEP2) for JJA (left panels) and DJF (right panels). The 672 

climatologies of the maximum Eady growth rate for NCEP2 are contoured (interval: 673 

0.2 day−1). 674 

Figure 3. As in Fig. 1, but for EAPE (shading; m2s−2) in which the contours indicate 675 

the climatologies of EAPE for NCEP2 (interval: 10 m2s−2).  676 

Figure 4. As in Fig. 2, but for EAPE (shading; m2s−2) vertically-averaged over  677 

1000-250 hPa in which the contours indicate the climatologies of EAPE for NCEP2 678 

(interval: 10 m2s−2). 679 

Figure 5. As in Fig. 1, but for EKE (shading; m2s−2) in which the contours indicate 680 

the climatologies of EKE for NCEP2 (interval: 10 m2s−2).  681 

Figure 6. As in Fig. 2, but for EKE (shading; m2s−2) vertically-averaged over 682 

400-200 hPa in which the contours indicate the climatologies of EKE for NCEP2 683 

(interval: 20 m2s−2). 684 

Figure 7. Changes in percentage (%) relative to NCEP2 of climatological 685 

zonally-averaged BCEC1 (averaged over 30˚–60˚S and 1000–250 hPa), EAPE 686 

(averaged over 30˚–70˚S and 1000–250 hPa), BCEC2 (averaged over 30˚–60˚S and 687 

1000–250 hPa), EKE (averaged over 30˚–70˚S and 400–200 hPa), and BTEC (at 250 688 

hPa averaged over 30˚–50˚S) over SH in (a) JJA and (b) DJF for each of the four 689 

fine-resolution reanalyses. 690 
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Figure 8. Latitude-altitude sections of climatological zonally-averaged eddy 691 

momentum flux (shading; units: m2s−2 ) and its convergence (black contours; 692 

intervals: 4 × 10−6
 ms−2 ) in (a) JJA and (b) DJF for NCEP2 (upper panels). 693 

Differences in the convergence of zonally-averaged eddy momentum flux 694 

(10−6
 ms−2) at 250 hPa between four fine-resolution reanalyses and NCEP2 are 695 

shown in lower panels for (c) JJA and (d) DJF. 696 

Figure 9. Latitude-altitude sections of climatological zonally-averaged eddy heat flux 697 

(shading; units: K ms−1 ) in (a) JJA and (b) DJF for NCEP2 (upper panels). 698 

Differences in the climatological zonally-averaged eddy heat flux (K ms−1) at 850 699 

hPa between four fine-resolution reanalyses and NCEP2 are shown in lower panels 700 

for (c) JJA and (d) DJF. 701 

Figure 10. As in Fig. 1, but for the eddy vorticity forcing (shading; 10−11s−2) in 702 

which the contours indicate the climatologies of the eddy vorticity forcing for NCEP2 703 

(interval: 5 × 10−12s−2) with zero lines omitted. 704 

Figure 11. Horizontal distributions of differences in climatological zonal wind 705 

tendencies (�̅�𝑡; shading: 10−5 ms−2) at 250 hPa over SH induced by eddy vorticity 706 

forcing between four fine-resolution reanalyses (ERA-Interim, JRA-55, MERRA-2, 707 

and CFSR) and NCEP2 for JJA (left panels) and DJF (right panels). The climatologies 708 

of �̅�𝑡 for NCEP2 are contoured (interval: 5 × 10−6
 ms−2). 709 

Figure 12. As in Fig. 1, but for the zonal wind speed (shading; ms−1) in which the 710 

contours indicate the climatologies of zonally-averaged zonal wind speed for NCEP2 711 

(interval: 6 ms−1). 712 

Figure 13. Changes in percentage (%) relative to NCEP2 of climatological 713 

area-averaged Eady growth rate (𝜎𝐵𝐼), EAPE, EKE, eddy vorticity forcing (𝐹𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦), 714 

zonal wind tendencies (�̅�𝑡) at 250 hPa induced by 𝐹𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦, and zonal wind speed at 850 715 

hPa over SH (upper panels) and NH (lower panels) for JJA (left panels) and DJF 716 

(right panels) for each of the four fine-resolution reanalyses. Note that 𝜎𝐵𝐼, EAPE, 717 

EKE, and 𝐹𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 are averaged over the green boxes labeled in Figs. 1, 3, 5 and 10, 718 

respectively; �̅�𝑡 at 250 hPa and zonal wind at 850 hPa are averaged over 40°–60°S in 719 

SH and 40°–60°N in NH. 720 
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 722 

 723 

Figure 1. Latitude-altitude sections of differences (shading; day−1) in climatological 724 

zonally-averaged maximum Eady growth rate between four fine-resolution reanalyses 725 

(ERA-Interim, JRA-55, MERRA-2, and CFSR) and one coarse-resolution renalysis 726 

(NCEP2) for JJA (left panels) and DJF (right panels). The climatologies of 727 

zonally-averaged maximum Eady growth rate for NCEP2 are contoured (interval: 0.1 728 day−1). The green boxes in (a) and (e) indicate the target regions for area average 729 

used in Fig. 13. 730 
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 731 

Figure 2. Horizontal distributions of differences (shading; day−1) in climatological 732 

maximum Eady growth rate vertically-averaged over 1000-850 hPa between four 733 

fine-resolution reanalyses (ERA-Interim, JRA-55, MERRA-2, and CFSR) and one 734 

coarse-resolution renalysis (NCEP2) for JJA (left panels) and DJF (right panels). The 735 

climatologies of the maximum Eady growth rate for NCEP2 are contoured (interval: 736 

0.2 day−1). 737 
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 738 

Figure 3. As in Fig. 1, but for EAPE (shading; m2s−2) in which the contours indicate 739 

the climatologies of EAPE for NCEP2 (interval: 10 m2s−2).  740 
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 741 

Figure 4. As in Fig. 2, but for EAPE (shading; m2s−2) vertically-averaged over  742 

1000-250 hPa in which the contours indicate the climatologies of EAPE for NCEP2 743 

(interval: 10 m2s−2). 744 
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 745 

Figure 5. As in Fig. 1, but for EKE (shading; m2s−2) in which the contours indicate 746 

the climatologies of EKE for NCEP2 (interval: 10 m2s−2).  747 
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 748 

Figure 6. As in Fig. 2, but for EKE (shading; m2s−2) vertically-averaged over 749 

400-200 hPa in which the contours indicate the climatologies of EKE for NCEP2 750 

(interval: 20 m2s−2).  751 
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 752 

Figure 7. Changes in percentage (%) relative to NCEP2 of climatological 753 

zonally-averaged BCEC1 (averaged over 30˚–60˚S and 1000–250 hPa), EAPE 754 

(averaged over 30˚–70˚S and 1000–250 hPa), BCEC2 (averaged over 30˚–60˚S and 755 

1000–250 hPa), EKE (averaged over 30˚–70˚S and 400–200 hPa), and BTEC (at 250 756 

hPa averaged over 30˚–50˚S) over SH in (a) JJA and (b) DJF for each of the four 757 

fine-resolution reanalyses. 758 

   759 
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 760 

Figure 8. Latitude-altitude sections of climatological zonally-averaged eddy 761 

momentum flux (shading; units: m2s−2 ) and its convergence (black contours; 762 

intervals: 4 × 10−6
 ms−2 ) in (a) JJA and (b) DJF for NCEP2 (upper panels). 763 

Differences in the convergence of zonally-averaged eddy momentum flux 764 

(10−6
 ms−2) at 250 hPa between four fine-resolution reanalyses and NCEP2 are 765 

shown in lower panels for (c) JJA and (d) DJF.  766 
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 767 

Figure 9. Latitude-altitude sections of climatological zonally-averaged eddy heat flux 768 

(shading; units: K ms−1 ) in (a) JJA and (b) DJF for NCEP2 (upper panels). 769 

Differences in the climatological zonally-averaged eddy heat flux (K ms−1) at 850 770 

hPa between four fine-resolution reanalyses and NCEP2 are shown in lower panels 771 

for (c) JJA and (d) DJF. 772 

 773 
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 774 

Figure 10. As in Fig. 1, but for the eddy vorticity forcing (shading; 10−11s−2) in 775 

which the contours indicate the climatologies of the eddy vorticity forcing for NCEP2 776 

(interval: 5 × 10−12s−2) with zero lines omitted.   777 
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 778 

Figure 11. Horizontal distributions of differences in climatological zonal wind 779 

tendencies (�̅�𝑡; shading: 10−5 ms−2) at 250 hPa over SH induced by eddy vorticity 780 

forcing between four fine-resolution reanalyses (ERA-Interim, JRA-55, MERRA-2, 781 

and CFSR) and NCEP2 for JJA (left panels) and DJF (right panels). The climatologies 782 

of �̅�𝑡 for NCEP2 are contoured (interval: 5 × 10−6
 ms−2). 783 
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 784 

Figure 12. As in Fig. 1, but for the zonal wind speed (shading; ms−1) in which the 785 

contours indicate the climatologies of zonally-averaged zonal wind speed for NCEP2 786 

(interval: 6 ms−1).  787 
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 788 

Figure 13. Changes in percentage (%) relative to NCEP2 of climatological 789 

area-averaged Eady growth rate (𝜎𝐵𝐼), EAPE, EKE, eddy vorticity forcing (𝐹𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦), 790 

zonal wind tendencies (�̅�𝑡) at 250 hPa induced by 𝐹𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦, and zonal wind speed at 850 791 

hPa over SH (upper panels) and NH (lower panels) for JJA (left panels) and DJF 792 

(right panels) for each of the four fine-resolution reanalyses. Note that 𝜎𝐵𝐼, EAPE, 793 

EKE, and 𝐹𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 are averaged over the green boxes labeled in Figs. 1, 3, 5 and 10, 794 

respectively; �̅�𝑡 at 250 hPa and zonal wind at 850 hPa are averaged over 40°–60°S in 795 

SH and 40°–60°N in NH. 796 


